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Abstract : Language is an effective medium of communication. It basically represents the ideas and 

expressions of human mind.  There are more than 5000 languages exist in the world which reflects the linguistic 

diversity.  It is difficult for an individual to know and understand all the languages of the world.  Hence, the 

methodology of language translation (LT) was adopted to communicate the messages from one language to 

another language. Several online translation tools are now available which support translation of text into one 

or more languages such as Bing Translator of Microsoft, Google Translate from Google etc. Language 

Translation (LT) is one of the most important applications and research tasks of NLP which investigates the use 

of software to translate text or speech from one natural language to another natural language using computers 

with or without human assistance. Language Translation (LT) systems have been developed for translation from 

English to Indian Languages and from regional languages to regional languages. The LT system which 

generates translation between two specific languages are called bilingual LT systems. English is a SVO 

(subject-verb-object) language while Indian regional languages are SOV (subject-object-verb) and are 

relatively of free word-order. In this paper, we are presenting a Dictionary (unclassified) that contains English 

word to their corresponding Sindhi language word, Dictionary (classified: Animals, birds, colors, days of week 

etc.), Phrases, Proverbs, Parts of speech and Translation of some sentences from English to Sindhi language. 

Keywords: Language Translation (LT), Natural Language Processing (NLP), Dictionary, Phrases, Proverbs, 

Parts of speech, Translation. 

 

I. Introduction 
Language Translation (LT) can be defined as an automated system that analyses text from a Source 

Language (SL), applies some computation on that input and produces equivalent text in a required target 

language (TL) ideally without any kind of human intervention. It is one of the most interesting and the hardest 

problem in the field of NLP (natural language processing).  

We will develop a dictionary of vocabulary and grammar rules from English to Sindhi in MS.SQL 

Server. We will develop an app that will translate inputted English phrases into Sindhi by scanning through 

dictionary and programming language API’s.  As much as comprehensive is dictionary the most accuracy will 

be shown. In short, Accuracy is based on training dictionary. Higher Training higher accuracy. 

Language Translation (LT) is one of the most important applications and research tasks of NLP which 

investigates the use of software to translate text or speech from one natural language to another natural language 

using computers with or without human assistance. The LT system which generates translation between two 

specific languages are called bilingual LT systems. The bilingual LT system may be either one direction or both 

directions. The language translation is as old as that of computers and it was the first computer based 

applications related to NLP. The first non-military computers were developed in 1947,  from that time the idea 

was proposed to translate text from a source language (SL) to a target language (TL) using a computer.  

At present, it is a very challenging research tasks in the area of computational linguistics and NLP in 

the world as well as in India. The research scenario in India is relatively young and language translation gained 

momentum in India only from 1980 onwards with institutions like IIT Kanpur, IIT Bombay, IIIT Hyderabad, 

University of Hyderabad and NCST Mumbai. The Technology Development for Indian Languages (TDIL), 

Centre for Development of Advanced Computing (CDAC) and Ministry of Communications and Information 

Technology are playing a major role in developing the LT systems.  

 

II. Literature Review 
We researched that, in a large multilingual society like India, there is a great demand for translation of 

documents from one language to another language. Most of the state government works in there provincial 

languages, whereas the central government’s official documents and reports are in English and Hindi. In order 

to have an appropriate communication there is a need to translate these documents and reports in the respective 
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provincial languages. Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Machine or Language Translation (LT) tools are 

upcoming areas of study the field of computational linguistics.  

Machine or Language translation is the application of computers to the translation of texts from one 

natural language into another natural language. It is an important sub-discipline of the wider field of artificial 

intelligence. There are certain machine translation systems that have been developed in India for translation 

from English to Indian languages by using different approaches. It is this perspective with which we shall 

broach this study, launching our theme with a brief on the machine or language translation systems scenario in 

India through data and previous research on machine translation. 

Language Translation (LT) is one of the most important applications and research tasks of NLP which 

investigates the use of software to translate text or speech from one natural language to another natural language 

using computers with or without human assistance. The LT system which generates translation between two 

specific languages are called bilingual LT systems.  

A bilingual LT systems have dictionary comprising of words-dictionary, sentence-dictionary, phrases-

dictionary and proverbs-dictionary is used for the language translation. Each of the above dictionaries contains 

parallel corpora of sentence, phrases and words. The basic premise is that, if a previously translated sentence 

occurs again, the same translation is likely to occur again. A sentence may be seen as a combination of phrases. 

To translate, each sentence is divided into its constituent phrases and words, and these smaller units are 

translated by looking up in the sentence, phrase and word dictionaries. So, we have dataset / corpus that contains 

some words i.e. dictionary, phrases, proverbs, sentences and a basic tutorial of parts of speech. 

 

III. Dataset / Corpus 
 

Table: 1 English-Sindhi Dictionary (unclassified) 
English Word Sindhi Word 

Acquire हासिर कयण 

Across आयऩाय 

Act अभर कयण 

Actual अिरी 
Actuality अिसरमत 

Actually हक़ीक़त भें 
Address ऩतो  

Additional बफमो फे 

Adjacent रगो रग ्

Admit क़फरूण 

Admire िायाहहण  

Adult फासरग़ 

 

Table: 2 English-Sindhi Dictionary (classified: days of a week) 
English Word Sindhi Word 

Monday िूभय 

Tuesday भंगर 

Wednesday फधुय 

Thursday विस्ऩत 

Friday जभुओ 

Saturday छंछय 

Sunday आयत्िाय 

 

Table: 3 English-Sindhi Phrases 
English Phrase Sindhi Phrase 

Wear the clothes कऩड़ा ऩाइ 

Read the book ककताफ ऩड़ 
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See the rose गुराफ डडि॒ि 

Eat the apple िूफ़ खा 
Take the handkerchief रुभार िठ 

See the picture पोटो डडि॒ि 

Have fun भौज कय 

Servant came नौकय आमो 
 

Table: 4 English-Sindhi Proverbs 
English Proverb Sindhi Proverb 

Union is strength फ ्त फायहां 
Every dog is valiant at its own door ऩहहजें घय भे बफसर सब शेय 

East or west, home is best ऩहहजंो घय गुरुअ जो दय 

When you are in Rome, do as Romans do जहहड़ो देश तहहड़ो िेश  

As you sow, so shall you reap जहहड़ी कयणी तहहड़ी बयणी 
 

Table: 5 Translation of some sentences from English to Sindhi language 
English Sentence Sindhi Sentence 

How many potatoes? घणा ऩटाटा? 

Don’t pluck the flower. गुर नअ ऩट 

Don’t always see the faults. हभेशाह ऐफ नअ डडि॒ि 

I am a girl. भां छोकयी आहहमां 
I am a boy. भां छोकयो आहहमां 

India is my country बायत ुभुंहहजंो देशु आहे 

My name is Pinky. भुंहहजंो नारो वऩकंी आहे 

 

Table: 6 Parts of Speech 

१) इस्भ ु(Noun)  

कंहह ंबफ िाहिाये, भाण्हूअ, शइ, िक़्त,ु जाइ, कभ, हारत मा खासिमत(गुण), जे नारे खे इस्भ ुचइफो आहे | 

 २) ज़भीरू (Pronoun) 

जसुभरे भें को फी रफ़्ज़, इस्भ जे फहदयां कभु अच ेत उनखे ज़भीरू चइफो आहे | 

 ३) िुपतत (Adjective) 

जेको रफ़्ज़ ुइस्भ मां ज़भीय िां रगीि॒ उनजो गुण,ु अिगुण,ु अदंाज़ु, यंगु, कद,ु ककस्भु, खासिमत, भककदाय मा हारत डेि॒खाये तंहहखें िुपतत चइफो आहे | 

 ४) पइर ु(Verb) 

कभु फुि॒धाईंदड़ रफ़्ज़ खे पइर ुचइफो आहे | पइर जी भाना आहे कभु | पइर भां हुअण, कयण,िहण, थथमण ऐं ऩिण जी खफय ऩिे थी | 
 ५) ज़पुु (Adverb) 

उहो रफ़्ज़ जेको पइर, िुपतत, मा बफि॒ए ज़पु िां रगि॒ तन ऐं जजनभां िक़्त, जाइ, यीतत, कदरुू, िुिार, मा नाकाय जी भाना तनककये तंहह ंखे ज़पुु चइफो 
आहे | 

 ६) हपुु जरय (Preposition) 

उहो रफ़्ज़ जेकी इस्भ मां ज़भीय जे ऩहुठमां कसभ अचतन ऐं उन जो बफि॒ए कंहह ंइस्भ मां ज़भीय िां राि॒गाऩो डेि॒खायीतन ततनी खे हपुु जरय चइफो आहे | 

 ७) हपुु जसुभरो (Conjunction)  

जेको रफ़्ज़ बफि॒तन रफ़्ज़तन मा जसुभरतन खे गंि॒ ढे, तंहहखें हपुु जसुभरो चइजे थो | 
 ८) हपुु तनदा (Interjection) 

उहे रफ़्ज़ खुशी, शोक, नपयत, अजफ जहहड़ा बाि डेि॒खायीतन ततन खे हपुु तनदा िडडि॒जे थो | 
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IV. Implementation 
Machine or Language Translation is the branch of computational linguistics deals with translating of 

one language to another or from source language (SL) to target language (TL) with or without assistance of 

human. There has been advanced research is going on in the field of computational linguistics that changes the 

way of dealing with the data as a means of effective communication in the society. In a multilingual country like 

India the demand for translation tool as a means of exchange of information between the regions [20]. 

Various methodologies have been developed to automate the translation process [17].  However, the 

objective has been “to restore the meaning of original text in the translated verse”. In general, the process of 

translation has two levels: 

 

1. Meta-phrase (word) 

Meta-phrase means “word-to-word” translation. It relates to “formal equivalence”, i.e., the translated 

version will have “literal” translation for each word in the text. However, the translated text may not necessarily 

convey the meaning of the original text. That means sometimes the semantics may differ from the original text. 

 

2. Para-phrase (text) 

Para-phrase means “dynamic equivalence”, i.e., the translated text would contain the central idea of the 

original text but may not necessarily contain the word-to-word translation.   

Different methods of language translation are used to translate source text into target text. In this paper, we are 

using two methods such as:   

 

 Dictionary based: 

This method of translation is based on entries of a language dictionary.  The word’s equivalent is used 

to develop the translated verse.  The first generation of translation was entirely based on machine-readable or 

electronic dictionaries. To some extent this method is still helpful in translation of phrases but not sentences. 

 

 Corpus based: 

Corpus based approach for translation has emerged as one of the widely explored area in translation.  

Because of high level of accuracy achieved during the translation, this method has dominated over other 

approaches. 

Below figure 1 shows translation process in which source text is translated into target language by 

using database/corpus. In this, firstly source text is searched in the database / corpus by simply checking each 

alphabet in English word dictionary and provides the corresponding Sindhi word in target text. 

 

 
Figure 1: Language Translation Process 

 

The LT system is very important for human for the following reasons: 

 Huge amount of text can be translated from one natural language to another natural language using a LT 

system. 

 It can be used to reduce the human efforts and to give the translation results quickly.  

 The use of LT system can increase the volume and speed of translation throughput.  
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 Manual translation for translating the huge amount of text document is not only time consuming, but also 

need a more expense. Therefore, LT system can be used to save time and reduce cost. 

Hence, from a scientific point of view, machine or language translation remains the classic acid test of 

how much we understand about human language [16]. 

 

V. Conclusions 
Many of the translation software available are used to execute literal translation of the text. But none of 

the solutions is perfect to create dynamic equivalence between the translated and original text.  Every method of 

language translation has its own advantages and drawbacks [17]. 

The different approaches for language translation suggest that the translation at meta-phrase level is 

attainable through the currently available translation software but achieving para-phrase level or dynamic 

equivalence between the source and target language still appears to be a far-fetched dream for computer 

linguists. 

Language is evolutionary in nature; hence, it is difficult to say that one approach would be sufficient to 

handle the translation process. Knight [16] stated that translation as one of the elusive goals for computer 

science research. A decade has passed since the statement was made but it still appears to be relevant looking at 

the level of accuracy being achieved in translation. Linguistic irregularities, ambiguities, lack in universality of 

grammar and lexicon, are some of the reasons behind the failure of systems to achieve 100 percent accuracy in 

the translation.  

Some of recommendations are made to achieve the utmost accuracy in translation are developing 

universal meta-language; standardization of lexical organization and content and development of translation 

oriented multilingual textual corpus.  However, the suggested measures appear to be unachievable looking at 

vast number of variants of existing languages.  

The process of translation involves a thorough analysis of the source text which require various course 

of action such as study of grammar; semantic and syntax analysis, etc.  A thorough knowledge as well as 

understanding of the target language is also must for a translator (whether human or machine supported).   

Thus, information professionals may depend upon these tools (Google Translate etc.) only to certain 

extent i.e. just to gather the central idea about the document. Then they can take help of language experts about 

the content of document before classifying or making it available for users. Thus, these tools may be helpful for 

initial sorting of the documents not as regular tools for analysis of the content of the other language document. 
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